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Carol Myers, Deborah Gonzalez
10: 23 AM, Oct 14

No subject) 

Good morning. Really important question. I have
stayed firm on not prosecuting truancy cases be of
the potential effect on separating families ( parents
in jail and kids in DFCS). I have offered to judge
Trimble and the CHINS committee to work on

finding another way to keep kids in school. Judge
Trimble made an announcement in juvenile court

today that she got permission to hire an attorney
to prosecute these and that it was approved by the
mayor and commission. When did that happen and

why? 
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Deborah Gonzalez
6: 13 PM, Nov 4

Also I had the meeting with kelly and judge
Trimble this morning. She still feels the only way
to deal with truancy is prosecuting so she will be
asking for a lawyer so they can be the guardian
as liter and file the petitions I refuse to. Kelly is
in agreement with her and so is CCSD. Under the
law I don't have to do this and she can get another

attorney. So when kelly asked about next steps I
said I guess the judge will have to hire an attorney
to do this be I' m not going to. Also kelly is backing
her family justice court. He said that the boys club
and Athens land trust also want to do some kind
of center and we should all work together and not

have four different ones. Then he gave me a copy
of this old document ( over 10 years old) to support

the family court model. My theory is the judge
doesn't have enough cases to justify a court so if
she starts prosecuting truancy she can increase
the case load. 
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